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Sustainability is more than just a phrase. There is an increasing amount of private and institutional investors, 

who are actively incorporating ESG-issues in their investment decisions. At the same time, the number and di-

versity of market participants offering a wide range of responsible investment products and services are steadi-

ly growing.  An orientation in the market of responsible investing is therefore often becoming time-consuming 

and difficult. 

For this purpose, sustainable information portals respectively specialized fund databases help in understanding 

the specificities of each responsible investing product and in line with this are useful tools for investors to take 

conscious investment decisions. That’s why the database yourSRI.com has been set up.

tAkE	your	SrI-InFormAtIon	lEvEl	From	gooD	to	grEAt

yourSRI is one of the leading databases for responsible investing. It offers quick and easy access to specific com-

pany and product information as well as access to specialized external services. The yourSRI database acts as an 

information provider and "one-stop-solution" for various topics in the field of sustainability and responsibility.  

The whole SRI-value chain is covered, from "Asset Management & Investment" to "Research”. The database of-

fers access to more than 1100 companies, over 1300 investment products and 850 research documents. 

yourSRI has established partnerships with worldwide leading companies in the financial service industry re-

spectively the sustainable investing market like MSCI ESG Research or Lipper / Thomson Reuters. The database 

is constantly extended with innovative ideas like an automatic investment Carbon Screening Tool. 

Those developments and partnerships ensure that the access to detailed company and product information as 

well as to customized external partner services is continuously extended and give all investors a powerful tool to 

leverage their SRI-expertise. yourSRI helps to create clarity and transparency in an increasing complex and di-

versified market.  

crEAtIng	SuStAInAblE	vAluES	-	ImpAct	&	DIvErSIty

yourSRI is hosted by CSSP - Center for Social and Sustainable Products Ltd. CSSP is an independent boutique 

consulting company with a focus on responsible investments, impact investments and corporate social respon-

sibility.  CSSP is working with institutional clients in continental Europe, the United Kingdom as well as Asia. 

The key working areas of the partnership are SRI strategy and investment concept development, implementa-

tion and market assessments as well as knowledge transfer respectively employee training. Furthermore, CSSP 

provides comprehensive monitoring and controlling of sustainable portfolios respectively RI asset classes and 

represents the interests of pension funds, foundations as well as other asset owners in investment committees 

and boards.

www.yoursri.com | www.cssp-ag.com 

yoursRi sponsors the ‘best implementation of responsible investment’ cate-
gory


